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ABSTRACT
We analyze the X-ray spectra of the ∼8000 sources detected in the Cygnus OB2 Chandra

Legacy Survey (Drake et al., this issue), with the goals of characterizing the coronal plasma
of the young low-mass stars in the region and estimating their intrinsic X-ray luminosities.
We adopt two different strategies for X-ray sources for which more or less than 20 photons
were detected. For the brighter sample we fit the spectra with absorbed isothermal models.
In order to limit uncertainties, for most of the fainter Cygnus OB2 members in this sample,
we constrain the spectral parameters to characteristic ranges defined from the brightest stars.
For X-ray sources with <20 net photons we adopt a conversion factor from detected photon
flux to intrinsic flux. This was defined, building on the results for the previous sample, as
a function of the 20% quantile of the detected photon energy distributions, which we prove
to also correlate well with extinction. We then use the X-ray extinction from the spectral
fits to constrain the ratio between optical and X-ray extinction toward Cygnus OB2, finding
it consistent with standard “Galactic” values, when properly accounting for systematics. Fi-
nally we exploit the large number of sources to constrain the average coronal abundances of
several elements, through two different ensemble analyses of the X-ray spectra of low-mass
Cygnus OB2 members. We find the pattern of abundances to be largely consistent with that
derived for the young stellar coronae in the Orion Nebula Cluster.

Keywords: stars: activity, stars: coronae, stars: pre-main sequence, stars: variables: T Tauri,
Herbig Ae/Be, stars: abundances, X-rays: stars

1. INTRODUCTION

The Cygnus OB2 association is one of the most
massive groups of young stars in the galaxy, har-
boring hundreds of OB stars (e.g., Schulte 1956;

ettoref@astropa.inaf.it

Massey & Thompson 1991; Comerón et al. 2002;
Hanson 2003; Kiminki et al. 2007; Wright et al.
2015b) and tens of thousands of lower-mass, pre-
main sequence stars (e.g., Albacete Colombo et al.
2007; Drew et al. 2008; Vink et al. 2008; Wright
& Drake 2009). Embedded within the wider
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Cygnus X giant molecular cloud (Schneider et al.
2006), the association is the dominant source of
feedback for the region (Wright et al. 2012; Guar-
cello et al. 2016). Its size and proximity make
Cyg OB2 the best available environment to study
the formation and evolution of large OB associa-
tions (Wright et al. 2014b, 2016), the properties
of both low- and high-mass stars (e.g., Kiminki
& Kobulnicky 2012; Rauw et al. 2015), and the
evolution of protoplanetary disks (Guarcello et al.
2013).

The Chandra Cygnus OB2 Legacy Survey
(Drake et al., this issue) is designed to explore
many of these issues by providing a wide-area and
uniform census of both the high-mass and low-
mass stars in Cyg OB2 and their X-ray properties.
The survey is composed of a mosaic of overlap-
ping Chandra ACIS-I pointings covering the cen-
tral 1 degree area of the massive young stellar
association Cygnus OB2. The observations and
resulting source catalog are described in Wright
et al. (2014a), with an analysis of the sensitivity
and completeness of the observations in Wright
et al. (2015a). Guarcello et al. (2015) correlates
the X-ray catalog with available optical and in-
frared (IR) photometric catalogs together with new
deep optical photometry. Kashyap et al. (2018)
exploits the X-ray and optical/IR information to
assess the relation of the X-ray sources with the
Cygnus OB2 region. In short, ∼8000 X-ray point
sources were detected, ∼6000 of which are asso-
ciated with young members of the Cygnus OB2
association. The remainder are associated with
interloping field stars, mostly in the foreground,
and with background extragalactic sources, mostly
active galactic nuclei (AGNs).

Scientific motivation for studying the X-ray
properties of Cygnus OB2 stars falls into two broad
categories. Firstly, the association represents a
slightly older group of pre-main sequence stars
than has been studied in detail in similar large
surveys, such as the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC;
Hillenbrand 1997; Getman et al. 2005). Stars in

the ONC have been estimated to have an average
age of about 2-3 Myr (Da Rio et al. 2010), whereas
Wright et al. (2010) and Wright et al. (2015b) have
found Cygnus OB2 to have a mean age of about
5 Myr, but with an age spread of about 3-4 Myr.
Stars in Cygnus OB2 therefore represent an im-
portant large sample with which to assess how
magnetic activity and X-ray emission evolves in
the first few million years that are key to proto-
planetary disk evolution and planet formation.

Secondly, basic X-ray spectral information is
also used by Kashyap et al. (2018) for their mem-
bership analysis, exploiting the fact that the X-
ray spectra of members, foreground, and back-
ground sources differ significantly, at least statisti-
cally. The strong and hard X-ray emission of PMS
stars with respect to that of older late-type stars
(Feigelson et al. 2005) can be exploited to iden-
tify young stars and separate them from foreground
stellar contaminants. Contamination from back-
ground AGN can also be accounted for, at least
in part, in a similar fashion, since AGN will have
harder X-ray emission spectra, and be subject to
even larger extinction with respect to members.

In this paper, we focus on the Chandra CCD-
resolution X-ray spectra of low-mass (. 2M�)
Cygnus OB2 members to characterize their X-ray
emitting plasma, the X-ray extinction due to the
intervening interstellar matter, and finally estimate
their X-ray fluxes and luminosities. Most of our
sources are detected with very few counts and in
our analysis we will take advantage of the results
of Albacete-Colombo et al. (2016), who use Monte
Carlo methods to perform a statistical assessment
of the X-ray spectral fitting procedures in the low-
count regime. We note that the bright spectra
of O- and B-type stars, as well as the WR stars
in Cygnus OB2, are discussed in more detail by
Rauw et al. (2015), while the X-ray properties of
intermediate-mass stars are presented by Drake et
al. (2018b, this issue).

This paper is organized as follows: § 2 describes
the X-ray dataset, summarizes the source classifi-
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cation in terms of membership, and presents the
average spectral features by source class. The
spectral analysis and the methods employed are
presented in § 3. In § 4 we present how the av-
erage abundances of some of the elements in the
X-ray emitting plasma were constrained exploit-
ing our large source sample. Section 5 discusses
the implications of our results with regard to the
properties of coronal plasma, coronal abundances,
and the relation between X-ray and optical extinc-
tion toward our Cygnus OB members. Finally, all
the results are briefly summarized in § 6.

2. DATA AND SAMPLE SELECTION

Our starting point is the X-ray source catalog
and photon extraction products obtained by Wright
et al. (2014a) using the ACIS Extract analysis soft-
ware (Broos et al. 2010). In short, using a vari-
ety of techniques suitable for the analysis of mul-
tiple, overlapping but non-aligned Chandra ACIS
observations, source and background photon lists
were obtained for each of the 7924 detected X-
ray sources, along with appropriate instrumental
response files. In the great majority of cases, pho-
tons for a given source were collected from sev-
eral observations, each with a different effective
exposure time, point spread function, background
and spectral response. The ACIS Extract analysis
merges all the suitable observations to produce a
single average source (and background) spectrum
with associated instrumental response.

We analyzed these time-averaged spectra for the
full sample of 7924 sources. Most of our dis-
cussion will, however, be focused on low-mass
Cygnus OB2 members. The X-ray spectra of the
100 or so known massive, O- and B- and WR-,
Cygnus OB2 stars were also analyzed in the same
way, but the reader is referred to Rauw et al. (2015)
for a more in-depth analysis and discussion of
their X-ray properties1. Excluding these high mass
stars, the number of extracted source photons in the

1 Four stars were not discussed by Rauw et al. because of
strong pile-up: CygOB2 #8a (cxo id 4607), #5 (2197), #9

0.5-8.0 keV band, including the background con-
tribution, range from 3 to 3870. In the following,
we will also consider a sub-sample of bright X-ray
sources, i.e. the 2805 sources found with >20 net
(i.e. background subtracted) counts, to which we
will limit our spectral fitting analysis.

The background contribution within the source
extraction regions can be significant for fainter
sources, which are the great majority: for 33%
of all sources (46% of sources with <20 net
counts), background photons are more numerous
than source photons. Only for 7.2% of the sources
(2.0% of those with <20 counts) does the back-
ground contribute less than 10% of the net source
counts. These large background contributions are
partly due to the mapping strategy of the survey,
which resulted in all sources being observed both
close to on-axis, where the PSFs and extraction
regions are small, and off-axis, where the PSFs,
extraction regions, and hence, background contri-
butions are commensurately larger. The merged
source and background photon lists and spectra
provided by ACIS Extract are produced by merg-
ing the data from the available observations in such
a way as to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (see
Broos et al. 2010, for details).

In the following, we will make use of optical
and IR data for our X-ray sources. The cross-
identification process and the adopted optical/IR
catalogs are described by Guarcello et al. (2015).
When using optical/IR data, or derived quantities
such as stellar masses, we will only consider the
5418 X-ray sources with a single optical/IR likely
counterpart. These analyses will therefore exclude
the 2423 X-ray sources (31%) with no plausible
optical/IR counterpart and the 83 with more than
one. However, when only sources with>20 counts
are considered, just 10% are thereby excluded.
We adopted the source classification from Kashyap
et al. (2018), mostly based on a Bayesian analysis

(4377), and #12 (2926). They are included in our analysis
but results are highly uncertain.
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of optical, IR, and X-ray data. In particular, ex-
cluding sources with ambiguous optical/IR coun-
terparts, the fraction of Cyg OB2 members, fore-
ground, and background sources are 78%, 6%, and
16%, respectively (86%, 6%, and 8% for sources
with >20 net counts).

2.1. Spectral features by source class

Figure 1 shows the average X-ray spectra2 for
sources classified as low-mass Cyg OB2 mem-
bers, foreground stars, and background objects
with > 20 net counts. As expected, foreground
stars (mostly unabsorbed main-sequence coronal
sources) have X-ray spectra that are softer than
those the young low-mass Cygnus OB2 members
(absorbed and hotter coronal sources), which are,
in turn, significantly softer than those of back-
ground sources (even more absorbed and intrin-
sically harder AGNs with non-thermal spectra).
These observations support the use of X-ray spec-
tral characteristics for the assessment of member-
ship, as performed by Kashyap et al. (2018).

Another, more quantitative, way to show the
difference between the three classes is to look
at the quantiles of the energy distribution of de-
tected photons, QX%, where X is the fraction of
source photons with energy < QX% (e.g. Hong
et al. 2004). The actual calculation of quantiles
and their relation with physical plasma parame-
ters will be discussed in § 3.3. Figure 2 shows,
for sources with > 20 net counts, the 75% quan-
tile, Q75%, plotted against the 25% quantile, Q25%.
Green, red, and blue symbols identify the low-
mass members, foreground and background stars,
respectively, while O- and B-type stars, all pre-
sumed to be members of Cyg OB2, are plotted with
gray symbols. Clearly, Q75% and, even more, Q25%

have different distributions for the three member-
ship classes. As for the OB stars, some fall in
the main body of the low-mass members, though

2 The sum of all spectra divided by the total exposure time,
computed with the COMBINE SPECTRA tool in CIAO (Frus-
cione et al. 2006)
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Figure 1. Average source spectra for X-ray sources
detected with >20 net counts, associated with stars
of different optical/IR/X-ray classes. The spectra of
foreground stars and Cygnus OB2 members, in red
and green, respectively, are fitted here with absorbed
isothermal models (TBABS×APEC). The average spec-
trum of background sources, in blue, is instead fitted
with an absorbed power-law model (TBABS×POW).

a significant fraction have softer spectra, as ex-
pected for single O-type stars or systems with only
one dominant supersonic wind source (Feldmeier
et al. 1997; Rauw et al. 2015). The harder spec-
tra may instead originate from the coronae of spa-
tially unresolved low-mass companions, which es-
pecially for late B type stars may dominate in X-
rays, or from high-mass binaries or multiple sys-
tems in which two or more components have su-
personic winds that collisionally interact.

3. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

We here try to constrain the X-ray character-
istics of the sources detected in our Chandra
Cygnus OB2 survey, such as the temperature of
the coronal plasma (for low-mass members of the
region), the column density of the intervening ab-
sorbing gas, and the intrinsic absorption-corrected
X-ray flux.
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Figure 2. Q75%, vs. Q25% for sources with >20 net
counts. X-ray sources associated with Cygnus OB2
low-mass members, foreground, and background stars
are indicated by green, red, and blue squares, respec-
tively. Gray star symbols indicate O- and B-type stars.

3.1. Methods

The low spectral resolution of ACIS-I pulse
height spectra (∼150 eV at 1.5 keV3) and its com-
plicated spectral response prevent the direct mea-
surement of most intrinsic features (e.g. line and
continuum fluxes) even for high S/N spectra. The-
oretical spectral models of emission and absorp-
tion, convolved through the instrumental response,
must instead be fitted to the observed spectra in or-
der to characterize the emission and line-of-sight
absorption, and to estimate intrinsic X-ray fluxes.
For this purpose we have used the XSPEC pack-
age (Arnaud 1996) version 12.9 and the models
provided therein. Specifically, we assume that the
emission spectra can be described by the APEC or
POW models, the former describing emission from
isothermal optically thin plasma, as expected from

3 http://cxc.harvard.edu/proposer/POG

stellar coronae, and the latter a simple power-law
spectrum, as expected from extragalactic AGNs.
These models were multiplied by the TBABS pho-
toelectric absorption model to take into account
absorption from interstellar and circumstellar ma-
terial along the line of sight.

These models, with just one emission compo-
nent, are the simplest possible for coronal and ex-
tragalactic sources, respectively. However, as we
will see, they are adequate for the overwhelming
majority of our sources. For Cygnus OB2 mem-
bers, this is at odds with results obtained for young
stars in other regions, for which, when enough sig-
nal is available, two isothermal components are of-
ten required to provide an adequate fit to the emis-
sion from what is intrinsically a multi-temperature
plasma. This can likely be ascribed to two factors:
i) the higher than average extinction suffered by
the stars in Cygnus OB2 with respect to other re-
gions (median AV =5.4 mag (Wright et al. 2015a),
vs. . 1 mag for, e.g., the ONC or NGC 2264), ef-
fectively absorbing the lower-energy photons from
the cooler thermal components, up to ∼1 keV (c.f
Fig. 1); ii) the low number of photons detected for
most sources.

As noted above, we analyzed the X-ray spectra
of all sources with >20 counts. The statistical un-
certainties associated with such low numbers of
counts implies rather large uncertainties on best-fit
model parameters and X-ray fluxes. Care has been
taken to estimate these uncertainties. Albacete-
Colombo et al. (2016) provides a full discussion
of how the uncertainties of best-fit parameters de-
pend on the source photon counts, background, and
spectral parameters. For the fainter Cygnus OB2
members, we tried to limit the uncertainties on
fluxes by constraining the spectral parameters NH

and kT to the rather limited ranges spanned by the
brighter members.

For fainter sources, with <20 counts, the major-
ity in our X-ray catalog, we adopted a simpler ap-
proach, discussed in § 3.3, based on quantiles of
the energies of detected photons.
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3.2. Sources with > 20 counts

Prior to spectral fitting, we binned the spectra so
that the first usable energy bin starts at 0.5 keV, the
last ends at 8.0 keV, and each bin has a SNR&1.
Albacete-Colombo et al. (2016) found that this
choice of SNR gives optimal results4. Since the
SNR per bin depends on the background in that
bin, this procedure results in bins with a vari-
able number of source counts: depending on the
source the average bin contains between ∼3 and
∼120 photons (4.4 on average). The spectra for 30
sources, 27 of which are associated with members,
turned out to have insufficient bins for useful spec-
tral fits and were discarded from the fitting analy-
sis.

Spectral fits of sources with >20 net detected
counts were performed with the neutral hydrogen
column density, NH , within the TBABS model,
and the plasma temperature, kT , within the the
VAPEC model, as free parameters. The same spec-
tra were also fit with absorbed power-law models,
allowing, again, the neutral hydrogen column den-
sity to vary together with the power-law slope, Γ,
within the POW model. For both emission mod-
els, VAPEC or POW, the normalizations were kept
fixed, since they were substituted, as free fit pa-
rameters, with the unabsorbed X-ray fluxes in the
0.5-8.0 keV band, FX , using the CFLUX convo-
lution model. This has the advantage of allow-
ing a straightforward estimation of uncertainties
on best-fit unabsorbed flux values. The chemi-
cal abundances of the X-ray emitting plasma were
adopted from Maggio et al. (2007), derived from
YSOs in the Orion Nebula Cluster, and were kept
fixed in this stage of the fitting process5. This
assumption will then be tested in § 4 where we

4 For the binning we used IDL (Interactive Data Language)
and a suitable routine within the ACIS-Extract analysis pack-
age (GROUP BINS TO SNR) that computes the SNR per bin
using Gehrels’ formula for the uncertainties in source and
background counts.

5 The abundances for the absorption model were instead
kept at the solar values listed by Anders & Grevesse (1989)

will derive average abundances largely consistent
with Maggio et al. (2007). Furthermore, in view
of the possible dependence of abundances on ac-
tivity level and/or spectral type (c.f. § 5.2), we
checked that this choice, over that of a different
and reasonable abundance set, has negligible ef-
fects on the estimated X-ray source flux, which is
arguably the most important product of our spec-
tral fitting, and small effects on NH and kT (on
average < 1021 cm−2 and <0.1 keV, respectively).
We arrive at these conclusions in Appendix B com-
paring the isothermal fits with Maggio et al. (2007)
abundances, described below, with similar fits us-
ing two very different and “extreme” abundance
sets, i.e. those derived for V410 Tau and SU Aur
by Telleschi et al. (2007b) with high-resolution X-
ray spectra.

The Cash statistic (C-stat; Cash 1979) was
adopted as the fit statistic, while the Pearson χ2

was employed as a test statistic, i.e. to estimate,
through the GOODNESS XSPEC command, how
well the best-fit spectral model fits the data. Un-
certainties (1σ) on our three parameters, NH , kT
(or Γ), and FX were obtained using the ERROR

XSPEC command. In a very small number of
cases, the calculation of uncertainties failed, al-
though this is fortunately rarer for the flux than
for the other two parameters. For the final choices
of spectral models, upper and/or lower flux uncer-
tainties are missing for only eleven sources, none
of which was classified as a Cygnus OB2 member.

Adopting absorbed isothermal models with un-
constrained NH and kT resulted in intrinsic flux
estimates of low count sources being very uncer-
tain. For example, among the 531 low-mass mem-
bers with 20-25 net counts, 54%(14%) have 1σ
flux uncertainties larger than 0.3(0.8) dex. This is
mainly the result of the large (and correlated) un-
certainties onNH and kT . In order to establish rea-
sonable flux estimates for ensuing studies, we have
tried to reduce uncertainties by making reasonable
assumptions on the range of true values for clus-
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ter members, based on the better-defined estimates
obtained for the brightest sources.

Figure 3 shows the trends with source statis-
tics of NH and kT from unconstrained fits.
Sources are color coded according to their mem-
ber/foreground/background classification in Kashyap
et al. (2018). Also shown are median error bars
(1σ, green segments), median parameter values
and 1σ scatter (thicker crosses in orange), all com-
puted, exclusively for members, in five different
source count intervals. For both quantities, and
in particular for NH , the uncertainties seem to ex-
plain much of the scatter among members, indicat-
ing that i) the real ranges of NH and kT spanned
by members are probably rather small in compari-
son to the measurement error, and, ii) that there is
little evidence for a dependence of these ranges on
source counts (or intensity). The great majority of
low-mass members with high counts have NH be-
tween 0.6 and 1.5×1022cm−2, with a median value,
for all low-mass memers, of 0.95 × 1022cm−2.
Likewise, the median kT of low-mass members
is ∼2.9 keV. In this case, we may notice a shal-
low trend in the median kT with counts, consistent
with previous reports indicating a direct relation
between mean activity levels and plasma temper-
ature (e.g. Preibisch et al. 2005b; Telleschi et al.
2007a). A high-kT tail is also apparent in the low-
counts bins, likely due to the hot plasma produced
during magnetic flaring, and possibly more fre-
quently at the faint luminosity end because of a
detection bias. Following these considerations, it
seems reasonable to assume that the characteristic
temperature6 of the vast majority of Cygnus OB2
members ranges between 2.0 and 10.0 keV.

In order to try to limit the uncertainties on the
intrinsic X-ray fluxes of Cygnus OB2 members,
while at the same time trying not to impose too
strong a bias, we chose a preferred spectral model
using the following procedure. We start by adopt-

6 I.e., the temperature that best represents the absorbed
spectrum as fit by an isothermal model.

ing the unconstrained 1T spectral fits. For mem-
bers only, if the 1σ range of allowed fluxes is larger
than 0.6 dex, i.e. if the one-tailed uncertainty is
greater than a factor of ∼2, we then considered
a 1T fit in which NH is constrained between 0.6
and 1.5 × 1022cm−2 (we will refer to this model
as 1TNH). We adopt this latter fit only if statisti-
cally acceptable (Pnull > 1% or larger than that of
the current choice, i.e. the unconstrained 1T fit)
and the associated 1σ range of fluxes is <0.6 dex
(or <1/10th that of the unconstrained 1T fit). Fi-
nally, if the 1σ range of allowed fluxes is still
larger than 0.6 dex, we considered the 1T fits in
which, in addition to NH , constrained as above,
we also constrained kT to lie between 2.0 and
10.0 keV (1TNH,kT). This latter fit was preferred
to the current choice (1T or 1TNH) only if statis-
tically acceptable (Pnull > 1% or anyway larger
than that of the current choice) and the associated
1σ range of fluxes was <0.6 dex wide (or <1/10th
that of the current choice). As a last step, we ex-
amined by eye the X-ray spectra of sources asso-
ciated with Cygnus OB2 members and having the
poorest spectral fits, as well as those for which the
automatically assigned parameters were physically
unreasonable (e.g. excessively low kT or very high
fluxes). In 12 cases, new spectral models were as-
signed. In 11 of these cases, a second isothermal
component was added to the emission model to im-
prove the quality of the fit.

This procedure results in the adoption of 1T/1TNH/1TNH,kT

fits for 70.8/18.8/9.3% of the 2362 low-mass mem-
bers with >20 counts7. These fractions become
94.5/4.4/1.1%, for the 840 low-mass members
with > 50 counts and 99.0/0.7/0.4% for the 287
low-mass members with >100 counts. In spite of
this procedure, 2% of the low-mass members with
>20 counts (and mostly <50 counts) remain with
a 1σ flux range >0.6 dex.

7 1.2% of these sources have no fits, because the binned
spectra have too few degrees of freedom
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Figure 3. a) Best fit NH from isothermal fits, vs. source counts. X-ray sources are color-coded according to their
optical/IR class. Values beyond the plotting limits are plotted close to the respective axes, resulting in an artificial
accumulation of points. The large orange crosses indicate the median and ±1σ quantiles of the distribution of NH

for members in selected ranges of net counts, marked by the horizontal bars. The lengths of the green bars within the
thick orange ones represent the median of the upper and lower statistical uncertainties on NH for the same samples.
b) The same as a) for the best fit kT .

Figure 4 shows the distributions of the final flux
uncertainties (mean between upper and lower un-
certainties) as a function of detected counts. The
full results of our spectral fitting are reported in
Table 1. Columns 1-3 list, for each X-ray source,
the source identifier, the net counts detected in
the 0.5-8.0 keV band and the membership class
from Kasyhap et al. (2018). Columns 4-7 in-
dicate, for thermal model fits, the adopted emis-
sion model (i.e. whether one or two thermal com-
ponents were needed, and whether NH and kT
were constrained), the null probability of the fit,
and the values and uncertainties of the best fit pa-
rameters: NH , kT (the emission measure-weighted
mean values for 2T models), and unabsorbed flux.
As mentioned, we have also fitted all of our spec-
tra with absorbed power-laws, suitable for back-
ground AGN. Unfortunately, our ACIS spectra are
not adequate to distinguish between the intrinsic
emission spectrum of a star and that of an AGN

for the majority of sources, both because of their
low signal-to-noise ratio, and because Cygnus OB2
members have relatively hot coronae producing
spectra that are more similar to power-laws than
those of cooler coronae. Results of the power-law
fits are also reported in Table 1 (col. 8-11). Table 2
provides the spectral parameters for the few X-ray
sources needing a second thermal component.

Figure 5 shows NH vs. kT (average kT for 2-
temperature models), color coded according to our
membership classification. The lowest NH values
and highest kT s, for which only upper and lower
limits, respectively, can actually be constrained,
are plotted as arrows corresponding to their 1σ lim-
its.

3.3. Sources with <20 counts

For sources with fewer than 20 detected counts,
for which model fitting is impractical, we decided
to adopt a different approach based on the spec-
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Figure 4. Cumulative distribution of uncertainties on
the unabsorbed X-ray flux for members in different
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tainties derived from spectral fits (§ 3.2). Dashed curves
refer to the uncertainties on the fluxes derived using ob-
served to intrinsic flux conversion factors (§ 3.3). In all
cases the uncertainties are the mean of the upper and
lower uncertainties. Count ranges and respective num-
bers of sources in the two samples are listed in the leg-
end.

tral information summarized by chosen quantiles
of the distribution of detected photon energies.

First we computed, from the ACIS spectrum of
each source, 11 quantiles,QX%, whereX , the frac-
tion of source photons with energy < QX%, ranges
from 0.1 to 0.9 in steps of 0.1 and additionally in-
cluded the values 0.25 and 0.75. The QX% values,
and their associated 1σ uncertainties, δQX%, were
estimated accounting for the background contribu-
tion to extracted source photons. To this end we
followed Hong et al. (2004) and used their IDL
routine (version 1.7).

For similar intrinsic spectra, the quantiles are
sensitive to the absorbing column density. This
latter is, in turn, the main factor determining the re-
duction in flux from the intrinsic one at the source
to the one observed at the detector (barring flux di-
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Figure 5. Final NH vs. kT scatter plot. Symbols are
color-coded according to the optical/IR classification of
sources, as noted in the legend. NH values below the
plotting limits and compatible with zero are plotted as
upper limits at their upper 1σ uncertainty limit. Simi-
larly, kT s with unconstrained upper bounds are plotted
as lower limits at their lower 1σ limit.

lution due to distance, of course). We thus sought
a relation between energy quantiles and the con-
version factor (CF) needed to transform detected
photon fluxes (in ph cm−2 s−1) into absorption-
corrected energy fluxes (in erg cm−2 s−1).

We first investigated the sensitivity of each QX%

to both of the X-ray spectral parameters, NH and
kT . In Fig. 6a we plot, for example, NH vs.
Q20% for sources for which the 1σ uncertainty
on the unabsorbed flux from spectral fits is <
0.1 dex. Points are color-coded according to op-
tical/IR class. We find generally reasonable re-
sults: NH correlates better with low quantiles, e.g.
Q10% or Q20%, while the quality of the correlation
decreases as we move to higher quantiles. This
is readily understood as low quantiles are good
proxies of the low-energy cutoff due to absorp-
tion. kT , on the other hand, correlates better with
higher percentiles, although all quantiles saturate
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at high kT values. As for the conversion factor,
CF , i.e. the ratio between detected photon flux
and the absorption-corrected energy flux, as esti-
mated through spectral fitting, Fig. 6b shows the
correlation with Q20% (in the same sample as in
Fig. 6a, i.e. sources with σ(logFX) < 0.1 dex).
Disregarding O- and B-type stars (the gray star-
shaped symbols), a tight correlation is observed.
In particular, for low-mass Cygnus OB2 members,
the 1σ y-axis dispersion of members around the
quadratic best-fit correlation illustrated (solid gray
line) is 0.044 dex, which is smaller than the me-
dian y-axis uncertainty of 0.075 dex for the points
shown. Such dispersion about the mean relation is
smaller than that obtained for the same stars using
the median photon energy, Q50%: 0.063 dex.8 We
conclude that low quantiles are best suited to defin-
ing a relation with conversion factor. This was not
obvious a priori since, while we have seen that the
relation with NH is indeed better described by the
low quantiles, the statistical uncertainties in their
estimates are larger than those on quantile fractions
closer to 50%.

We estimate unabsorbed fluxes from Q20%, the
conversion factors derived from the quadratic fit in
Fig. 6b (limiting low values of Q20% to 0.8, cor-
responding to ∼zero absorption), and the photon
fluxes provided by ACIS Extract. Uncertainties on
these fluxes were estimated propagating the uncer-
tainties on Q20% and those on the observed photon
flux, taken to be of the same relative magnitude as
the Poisson uncertainties on the observed counts.

Figure 7 shows, in different ranges of net source
counts, the distributions of the differences between
the fluxes obtained from the conversion factors
with those obtained in § 3.2 from spectral fittings.

8 Larger dispersions, but consistent trends with percentiles
are found when loosening the selection criterion on reliable
flux values. Repeating the same correlation studies using all
members with uncertainty on the unabsorbed flux from spec-
tral fits < 0.5 dex (instead of 0.1), we observe that the y-axis
dispersions with respect to the mean relation for Q20% and
Q50% are 0.142 and 0.163 dex, respectively.

The median difference between the two estimates
shows a small systematic offset, of order 0.01-
0.02 dex, that is rather constant with source count-
ing statistics. Differences can, however, become
particularly severe and asymmetric at low counts,
likely because of the significant uncertainties on
the absorption correction obtained from spectral
fitting, which sometimes leads to large and un-
certain absorptions. Taking uncertainties into ac-
count, we indeed see that the two estimates are
compatible within 1 and 2σ for 90% and 98% of
the low-mass members, respectively.

Distribution of the flux uncertainties as derived
using CFs are shown in Fig. 4 separately for stars
in several count ranges (dashed curves), and com-
pared with those from spectral fits (solid curves).

4. CORONAL ABUNDANCES

Throughout our spectral analysis, we have con-
sistently adopted the plasma abundances estimated
by Maggio et al. (2007) for the brightest coronal
sources in the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC). These
were obtained from ACIS CCD resolution spectra
obtained with the ∼850 ks Chandra Orion Ultra-
deep Project (COUP) observations. The spectra of
a sample of 35 bright high signal-to-noise ratio X-
ray sources (>10000 counts) were fit individually
with the VAPEC model, i.e. the same optically-thin
thermal plasma emission model we have adopted
here, but treating the abundances of individual ele-
ments as free fit parameters. Even with high S/N,
CCD-resolution spectra only provide loose con-
straints on most abundances. For each element,
Maggio et al. (2007) thus took the median values
of the sample as representative of the true abun-
dances.

We have attempted to estimate plasma abun-
dances for our Cyg OB2 coronal sources or, at
least, verify that they are compatible with the as-
sumed ones. With respect to the ONC case dis-
cussed by Maggio et al. (2007), our Cyg OB2 spec-
tra have significantly lower S/N, and, because of
the larger absorption of the region with respect to
the ONC, they specifically lack signal at low ener-
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Figure 6. [left]: NH , as estimated through spectral fitting vs.Q20%, the 20% quantile of the photon energy distribution.
Symbols are color-coded according to the optical/IR classification, as indicated in the legend. Only stars with mean
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a function of Q20%. Sample and symbols as in the left-hand panel. The solid line indicates a quadratic fit to the all
points except O/B-type stars, and the dashed lines are the same best-fit shifted by ±0.1 dex.

gies, where the prominent lines of elements such as
N and O are found. On the other hand, we can rely
on a much larger stellar sample. For these reasons,
instead of fitting individual spectra and taking the
median abundances as in Maggio et al. (2007), we
decided to investigate two alternative approaches.

Our first approach consists of fitting stacked
spectra of large samples of Cyg OB2 members
with either a single absorbed isothermal spectrum,
or an absorbed two-temperature thermal spectrum.
In this way, we hope to obtain average values of
all parameters, including NH , kT (or kT s), and all
the element abundances we can realistically con-
strain. One possible disadvantage of using stacked
spectra is that biases that are hard to control might
be introduced by the mixing of spectra with dif-
ferent plasma temperatures and subject to differ-
ent absorptions. In particular, when using stacked
spectra, we should be careful in interpreting the
abundances of elements with prominent lines in
the 1-2 keV energy range, which is significantly

affected by absorption for NH & 21.0 cm−2, such
as Ne and Mg.

Our second approach is to perform simultane-
ous fits of the CCD spectra of selected samples
of Cyg OB2 X-ray sources. Each source within
the sample is allowed to have its own absorption
(NH) and temperature (kT ) but, for each element,
the model abundance in the parameter estimation
scheme is tied as a single parameter across all the
difference sources being modeled. These simul-
taneous fits, performed using the VAPEC model
within XSPEC, are computationally intensive and
a simultaneous fit of all X-ray detected members
is not practical. We instead divided the full sam-
ple according to ranges of net detected counts and
performed simultaneous fits of the spectra in each
subsample. Each of these spectral fits is thus inde-
pendent and can be used to cross-check the results
from other subsamples.

In order to validate and tune these two methods,
and to investigate possible biases, we have first ap-
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Table 1. Results of spectral fits and quantile analysis

Source Isothermal fit Power law fit Conversion Factor

Id. Counts Class Model n.p nH kT log Flux n.p nH Γ log Flux Q20% log Flux

1 13.8 memb 1.61±0.29 −13.770.210.21

2 24.9 memb 1T 59.9 3.182.731.35 68.463.5 −13.290.200.16 94.4 0.974.52 −0.21.50.9 −13.370.130.14 2.32±0.58 −13.210.190.23

3 15.3 memb 2.12±0.38 −13.010.190.19

4 23.2 bk 1T 43.7 5.644.302.14 68.464.0 −13.170.260.15 45.1 2.848.34 −0.11.71.2 −13.330.260.13 2.99±0.69 −13.080.170.20

5 18.2 memb 1.51±0.36 −13.630.210.24

6 22.5 bk 1T 97.6 2.972.691.16 68.464.7 −13.350.240.14 97.8 3.195.863.16 0.81.61.3 −13.420.480.15 2.39±0.34 −13.270.150.15

7 4.4 memb 0.56±0.19 −14.850.380.26

8 4.7 memb 1.07±0.09 −14.580.350.25

9 9.6 fg 0.78±0.12 −14.410.240.16

10 38.8 bk 1T 98.6 4.473.281.84 2.89.51.3 −12.870.440.24 96.9 6.876.683.43 2.51.71.2 −12.721.130.42 2.45±0.31 −12.970.120.12

11 3.4 memb 0.71±0.06 −14.980.430.28

12 8.3 bk 1.52±0.29 −13.990.270.25

13 7.5 fg 0.95±0.07 −14.450.250.19

14 12.3 memb 2.06±0.39 −13.630.210.21

15 126.6 fg 1T 0.4 0.210.130.12 1.00.10.1 −13.210.130.12 0.4 0.450.190.17 4.00.60.5 −12.850.240.19 0.93±0.02 −13.270.050.04

16 79.8 memb 1T 70.3 6.842.661.79 13.79.8 −12.600.210.12 72.9 12.235.934.30 1.91.00.8 −12.470.530.26 3.04±0.13 −12.590.060.06

17 72.6 memb 1T 76.6 1.240.490.35 22.716.8 −13.020.080.07 77.5 1.920.880.74 1.50.50.5 −13.010.130.09 1.66±0.13 −13.020.080.08

18 4.5 memb 1.40±0.18 −14.380.360.25

19 9.5 memb 3.52±0.63 −13.360.220.19

20 4.8 bk 2.58±0.66 −13.910.360.30

Table 2. X-ray spectral parameters for 2 temperature fits.

CXO Id. Counts Class Sp.Type n.p nH kT1 kT2 norm1/norm2

797 1465.5 memb O6IV+O9III 59.6 1.270.06
0.06 0.590.04

0.04 5.42.6 40.1

1168 1955.7 fg 45.0 0.240.05
0.05 0.370.02

0.02 2.00.3
0.2 2.3

2197† 20978.5 memb O7I+O6I+O9 0.0 1.300.02
0.02 0.630.02

0.02 3.10.3
0.2 8.6

2547 7474.3 memb O7.5III 17.7 1.550.04
0.04 0.740.05

0.04 3.00.4
0.3 3.8

2926† 29905.6 memb B3.5Ia+ 0.0 1.800.02
0.02 0.710.02

0.02 2.90.2
0.2 6.6

3895 3194.5 memb O8II 27.8 1.600.05
0.05 0.750.06

0.05 3.42.0
0.7 11.6

4377† 15863.8 memb O5I+O3.5II 0.0 1.500.03
0.03 0.640.03

0.03 6.10.7
0.6 4.7

4607† 50099.8 memb O6I+O5.5II 0.0 1.060.02
0.02 0.720.02

0.02 3.20.1
0.1 2.1

5061 7353.7 memb O5.5V 8.1 1.260.06
0.05 0.680.03

0.05 2.60.3
0.2 2.1

6534 522.0 fg 95.2 0.000.03 0.840.07
0.06 3.52.7

1.0 1.9

7883 1823.9 memb WC6+O8III 3.5 1.680.12
0.13 0.490.08

0.07 3.30.6
0.5 8.8

NOTE—†: sources whose X-ray spectra suffers from significant pile-up. Spectral fits are statistically not acceptable
and best-fit parameters uncertain.
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Figure 7. Difference between the logarithmic fluxes ob-
tained from the Q20%-dependent conversion factor and
those obtained from spectral fits, for low-mass members
in different ranges of net counts.

plied the same procedures to the ONC stars using
the COUP data.

4.1. Stacked spectra

We have first considered a representative X-ray
spectrum of COUP coronal sources, constructed
by stacking the spectra of a sample of sources
with reasonable quality X-ray spectra. Starting
from the sample of COUP sources for which esti-
mates of photospheric effective temperatures were
available, we selected coronal sources by requir-
ing Teff < 104 K, thus excluding early type stars
whose X-ray emission is not coronal. We then se-
lected the X-ray sources whose spectral fits by Get-
man et al. (2005) required two thermal components
and had low best-fit values of the absorbing column
density (logNH < 21.5 cm−2). The stacked spec-
trum of the resulting 218 COUP sources contains
∼ 1.1 million counts. We fit the spectrum with
1T, 2T, and 3T models, in all cases with free abun-
dances for the same elements whose abundances

Ca Ni Mg Fe Si S O Ar Ne C N Al
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Figure 8. Abundances derived from a stacked spectrum
of a sample of COUP sources, namely those with esti-
mates of photospheric effective temperature and mass,
with effective temperature less than 104 K, and with
logNH (cm−2), from Getman et al. (2005), less than
21.5. Green, red, and cyan points, with 1σ error bars
indicate best-fit abundances obtained from fits with 1,
2, and 3 thermal components, respectively. Blue dots
indicate the weighted mean of abundances from the si-
multaneous fits shown in Fig. 11. Grey boxes indicate
the median and 68% interval of the abundances ob-
tained by Maggio et al. (2007) for stars in their “low-
absorption sample” (boxes on the left) and their “count-
limited subsample” (boxes on the right)

were constrained by Maggio et al. (2007). These
were: O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, Fe and Ni.

Results are shown in Fig. 8: 2T and 3T mod-
els yield fits with very similar quality (reduced c-
stat∼3.9) and abundances roughly reproducing the
Maggio et al. (2007) results with some potentially
interesting differences. Single-temperature fits, in-
stead, are decidedly worse statistically and result in
significant biases in the best-fit abundances. The
most striking difference with respect to the Mag-
gio et al. (2007) abundances is for oxygen. We
will see below that the determination of the oxy-
gen abundance depends heavily on source absorp-
tion and we speculate that the value we derive from
a stacked spectrum, the sum of individual spectra
subject to different NH values, may be biased.

Next, we have tried to assess, through Monte
Carlo simulations, the effects of photon statis-
tics and absorption on the determination of abun-
dances, so as to help in the interpretation of our
Cygnus OB2 results. Our simulations were based
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on the 2T model fit to the ONC data discussed
above, but with abundances fixed to those of Mag-
gio et al. (2007). Assuming that low-mass stars
in the ONC and Cygnus OB2 share the same in-
trinsic X-ray spectrum, we verify our ability to
retrieve the input abundances by generating simu-
lated spectra with varying values of NH and dif-
ferent levels of average counting statistics (104,
3×104, and 105 net counts) covering the range of
our Cygnus OB2 stacked spectra (see below). For
each pair of NH and net counts, we produce 1000
simulated spectra and fit each with both 1T and 2T
models, initially assuming the solar ANGR abun-
dances from Anders & Grevesse (1989) and fitting
the same elements constrained by Maggio et al.
(2007). Moreover, we performed additional 1T
and 2T fits keeping the Oxygen abundance fixed at
the Maggio et al. (2007) value (0.6×solar). Figure
9 shows the mean abundances and relative uncer-
tainties that are expected for two values of NH and
three values of net counts.

At low NH , input abundances are retrieved when
fitting the spectra with 2T models, while 1T mod-
els produce biased results, in qualitative agreement
with the results on the real ONC stacked spectrum.
We are, however, most interested in the results for
NH ∼ 1.0 × 1022 cm−2 (i.e. a representative value
for Cygnus OB2): a) The abundance of oxygen
cannot be constrained, even with 105 counts, and
must therefore be fixed (at the Maggio et al. (2007)
level); b) at least ∼ 3 × 104 counts are needed to
constrain Fe and Ne; c) 1T fits to the absorbed 2T
models are statistically acceptable (i.e. average re-
duced c-stat = 1.1, 1.1, and 1.4 at 104, 3× 104 and
105 counts), but produce biased abundances (e.g.
low Fe and high Ne).

On the basis of the above results, we present
in Fig. 10 2T fits to the stacked Cyg OB2 spec-
tra, with O fixed to 0.6×solar (ANGR). The panel
on the left shows abundances derived from stacked
spectra constructed for five samples: all members
with between 1 and 100 net counts, those with 100
to 1000 net counts, and those with more than 1,

20, and 100 net counts. Very similar results are
obtained, with abundances mainly consistent with
those of Maggio et al. (2007), but with some dif-
ferences in Mg, Si, and Ni (higher Mg and Si, and
lower Ni). In order to assess the effect of outliers,
e.g. misclassified non-members or members with
peculiar X-ray spectra, we also considered sam-
ples with more homogeneous X-ray spectral char-
acteristics, namely those for which the 1T spec-
tral fits yielded 0.5 < NH < 5.0 × 1022 cm−2 and
kT > 1.0 keV. Results are shown in the right-hand
panel of Fig. 10. The main differences we see with
respect to the full samples is that in the restricted
ones the Ni and Si abundances are now consistent
with the COUP values.

4.2. Simultaneous fits

Simulations to assess the effect of simultane-
ously fitting multiple spectra with 1T models, each
with individual NH and kT, and with shared but
variable abundances, are not easy to produce. Each
simultaneous fit requires a large amount of com-
puting time, especially as the number of sources to
fit simultaneously increases. For COUP sources,
where sources are fewer and brighter and the NH

is lower, we performed simultaneous fits using
2T models, for several independent source sam-
ples. Results, shown in Fig. 11, largely confirm
the abundances of Maggio et al. (2007), and those
derived from the fit of the stacked COUP spectra
in Fig. 8 (although we obtain marginally lower Fe
abundances).

The results for Cygnus OB2 stars, as shown in
Fig. 12, are harder to interpret. We are indeed
forced to use 1T models (with fixed Oxygen). Had
we used 2T models, in addition to further increas-
ing the computation time, fit parameters would
probably become largely unconstrained. We do
not have a firm understanding of how the choice
of 1T models for the simultaneous fits biases abun-
dances. Looking at the right-hand panel in the fig-
ure (for the somewhat cleaned samples, excluding
sources with peculiar spectra) we derive, with re-
spect to Maggio et al. (2007), somewhat higher Fe
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Figure 9. Results of simulations to assess the ability to retrieve element abundances as a function of spectrum absorp-
tion (NH ) and statistics (net counts). See text for details. Each panel refers to a different value of NH , 0.0 cm−2 in
the left-hand column and 1.3×1022 cm−2 in the right-hand column, respectively, and net counts, 1, 3, and 10×104, in
the top, center, and bottom rows, respectively. Within each panel, the thick (thin) vertical bars show the 1σ (90%) dis-
persions of the abundances derived for each fitted elements for a set of 1000 simulations. Median values are indicated
by small black dots within the bars. Four estimates are shown, each derived from fitting the simulated spectra with a
different model: a 2T model with all shown abundances treated as a free parameter (red bars), a 2T model in which
Oxygen was fixed at the values derived by Maggio et al. (2007), i.e. 0.6 times the solar ANGR abundances (in green),
a 1T model (cyan) and a 1T model with fixed Oxygen abundance (magenta). For each spectral model, the average
reduced c-stat for fits to the simulated spectra is given in the upper-right corner, while the input NH and the average
number of net counts in the simulated spectra are given in the upper-left corner.

and Mg (and lower S) abundances. We also no-
tice similarities and some differences with respect
to the stacked spectra analysis, the latter possibly
due to the aforementioned biases. In particular, fo-
cusing on the “cleaned samples”:

• Ne appears consistent between the two anal-
yses and with the ONC values (all analyses).

• the Fe abundances from stacked spectra and
simultaneous fits are consistent, and only
slightly larger than those of ONC stars, as
estimated by both Maggio et al. (2007) and
our stacked spectra analysis. ONC values
from simultaneous fits are instead slightly
lower.
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Figure 10. Abundances derived from a stacked spectrum for five samples of Cyg OB2 members selected in five
different ranges of net-counts, as indicated in the legend in the upper-right corner of each panel. The left-hand panel
refers to the full samples of members, the one on the right to samples of members for which the 1T spectral fits yielded
reasonable parameters (0.5 < NH < 5.0× 1022 cm−2 and kT > 1.0 keV). In all cases, stacked spectra were fit with
a 2T model with the Oxygen abundance fixed to the Maggio et al. (2007) values (0.6× solar, in the ANGR table). Note
that in a small number of cases upper or lower error uncertainties are not plotted as their estimation within XSPEC
failed.

• the Mg abundances, by the two separate
analyses, are consistent, and 2-3 times
higher than in the ONC (all analyses).

• the Ni abundances from the two approaches
appear to be consistent and similar to the
ONC values.

5. DISCUSSION

We now make use of the results of the above
analyses to discuss the properties of the coronal
plasma in Cygnus OB2 stars, in terms of temper-
ature, flux, and abundances, and to investigate the
relation between X-ray and optical extinction to-
ward the region.

5.1. Coronal plasma

At first glance, the coronal plasma properties of
Cygnus OB2 members differ somewhat from those
of other young stars, e.g., those in the ONC, as
determined by the COUP studies (Preibisch et al.
2005a). In particular, we successfully fit the X-
ray spectra of almost all the Cygnus OB2 members
with isothermal models, while most of the ONC
stars required two thermal components. More-
over the mean plasma temperature of Cygnus OB2
sources, ∼3 keV, appears higher than the average
temperature of COUP sources, e.g. ∼2.2 keV for

the emission-measure weighted temperature of low
mass stars with logLX >30.0 erg/s (or ∼2.4 keV
for logLX >30.5 erg/s).

As demonstrated in Appendix A, however, it is
important to assess the biases introduced by fit-
ting our spectra, which are most likely intrinsically
multi-temperature, with a single thermal compo-
nent, even if it is statistically sufficient to represent
the observed spectra. This is due mainly to the high
extinction, which obscures the low-energy part of
the spectra, and, to a lesser extent, to the large dis-
tance of Cygnus OB2 sources resulting in spectra
with a low signal-to-noise ratio. Appendix A de-
scribes our efforts to quantify these effects by as-
suming that our sources have intrinsic spectra sim-
ilar to those of the closer and much less absorbed
young stars in the Orion Nebula Cluster, as charac-
terized by Getman et al. (2005), and in particular,
to those whose spectrum was fit with two thermal
components. Using these templates, we simulate
the effect of higher extinction and larger distance
on the spectral characterization of the sources.

We conclude that, if our Cygnus OB2 sources
have X-ray spectra that are intrinsically similar to
those of their ONC counterparts: i) our isother-
mal model fits are consistent with intrinsically 2-
temperature spectra; ii) our best-fit values of NH

are underestimated, on average, by∼ 2×1021cm−2
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Figure 11. Abundances derived from simultaneous fits of different and independent samples of ONC sources from
the COUP survey. The samples are selected so to contain sources with net counts in selected ranges, plotted with
decreasing counts from left to right, as indicated in the legend (note that some colors are repeated). The spectra were
fit with 2T models, allowing NH and the two temperatures to vary for each source. Reduced c-stat values of the fits
and total number of counts in the spectra are indicated beside each count range. Large empty circles indicate the
uncertainty-weighted mean of the abundances for all count ranges.
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or, considering the average NH of Cygnus OB2
stars, ∼20%, iii) our source fluxes are also un-
derestimated by ∼0.11 dex, iv) the plasma tem-
peratures we obtain are similar (0.1 keV lower, on
average) to those of the hot component of a two-
temperature model (and ∼0.40keV higher than the
average temperature). Overall, the Cygnus OB2
X-ray spectra thus appear compatible with those
of ONC stars.

Figure 13 shows the run of LX with detected net
photons, the relation between NH and kT , and be-
tween LX and these latter two parameters. Only
sources with relatively well-determined parame-
ters are plotted, i.e. with 1σ uncertainties on the
plotted quantities <0.2dex. Focusing on low-mass
Cygnus OB2 members, i.e. excluding foreground
and background objects, as well as OB members,
we notice several points. First, NH and kT are
anti-correlated. This is most likely a spurious ef-
fect due to the well known anti-correlated shape
of the χ2/c-stat space in the two fit-parameters. It
is also fully confirmed by our simulations of ONC
sources performed at fixed input NH showing the
exact same trend. LX and NH appear mostly un-
correlated, although a dearth of high-LX , low-NH

stars may be observed. Again, our simulations of
ONC sources with fixed input NH reproduce this
trend, which can thus be considered a spurious ef-
fect due to the statistical uncertainties on NH and
the expected correlation between these uncertain-
ties and the uncertainties on the absorption correc-
tion for the flux, and thus on LX . Finally, LX

and kT appear directly correlated. Our simula-
tions of ONC sources instead produce an inverse
correlation, which is easily understood in terms of
the spuriousNH-kT and LX-NH (anti)correlations
discussed above. The observed direct correlation
can thus be considered even more significant and
physical. This is in qualitative agreement with pre-
vious results on the correlation between coronal X-
ray flux and plasma temperature (e.g. Peres et al.
2004; Preibisch et al. 2005a; Johnstone & Güdel
2015).

5.2. Coronal abundances

The abundances of elements in stellar coronae
are known to differ from those in the underlying
photosphere (e.g. Drake et al. 1996; Drake 2002;
Laming 2015). While the exact mechanism, or
mechanisms, responsible for the chemical fraction-
ation have not been securely identified, the differ-
ences appear to depend both on magnetic activity
level and on spectral type (Drake 2003; Telleschi
et al. 2007b; Laming 2015; Wood et al. 2018). Our
Cygnus OB2 sample of young low-mass stars rep-
resents a potentially valuable set of observations
with which to investigate chemical fractionation
further.

Overall, our abundance results for the T Tauri
stars in Cygnus OB2, presented in § 4, appear to
show characteristics of the “inverse First Ionization
Potential (FIP) Effect” (iFIP), in which elements
with low FIP (FIP≤ 10 eV, e.g., Si, Mg, Fe) are
depleted relative to elements with high first ioniza-
tion potentials (FIP≥ 10 eV, e.g., N, Ne, Ar). This
abundance pattern is opposite to that characteriz-
ing the solar corona, in which low FIP elements
are enhanced (e.g. Laming et al. 1995). While
hints of iFIP abundance patterns were present in
early CCD resolution spectra of active stars ob-
tained by the Advanced Satellite for Cosmology
and Astrophysics (ASCA; see, e.g., Drake et al.
1996 for a review), high resolution spectra ob-
tained by Chandra and XMM-Newton provided the
first definitive and detailed iFIP abundance infor-
mation (Brinkman et al. 2001; Drake et al. 2001).
Empirically, for both PMS stars and main sequence
stars with little or moderate magnetic activity, the
presence and strength of a solar-like FIP effect or
an iFIP effect depends primarily on the spectral
type (Telleschi et al. 2007a; Güdel et al. 2007;
Laming 2015; Wood et al. 2018). The most ac-
tive stars, however, seem to depart from this rela-
tionship and to show strong iFIP abundance pat-
terns (Wood et al. 2018). While the mechanism
underlying the chemical fractionation responsible
for FIP-based effects has not been firmly identi-
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Figure 13. [Upper-left] X-ray luminosities vs. net detected counts, separately for members, foreground, and back-
ground objects, as indicated in the legend in the upper-left corner. OB stars are marked with a star symbol. The
sample is limited to sources with 1σ uncertainty on the X-ray luminosities <0.2 dex (as indicated in the upper-right
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fied, the most promising explanation is based on
the ponderomotive forces experienced by ions in
the chromosphere (e.g. Laming 2009).

The abundance analysis of Chandra observations
of young stars in the ONC by Maggio et al. (2007),
and now also in Cygnus OB2, firmly establish
T Tauri stars in the iFIP category, in keeping with
expectations based on their “saturated” levels of
magnetic activity. The dependence of FIP bias
on spectral type (Wood et al. 2018) cannot eas-
ily be investigated with our dataset. We, however,
note that the Fe abundances and Fe/Ne ratios from
our stacked spectra analysis (Fig. 10) for stars with
more or less than 100 detected counts (and thus,
on average, different LX , cf. Fig. 13) are both
consistent with the trends of higher Fe and lower
Fe/Ne for earlier-type (and X-ray brighter) stars
(Telleschi et al. 2007a; Güdel et al. 2007; Wood
et al. 2018).

5.3. X-ray vs. optical extinction

We used our extensive dataset to investigate the
relation between optical extinction, AV , and X-ray
absorption, as parametrized by the hydrogen col-
umn density NH . The NH/AV ratio is a measure
of the gas-to-dust ratio of the interstellar medium
(ISM), in our case toward and in the environ-
ment of our Cygnus OB2 stars. While AV de-
pends on the content and properties of dust in the
ISM, the X-ray absorption depends on the col-
umn density of heavy elements which, for a given
chemical composition of the ISM, is proportional
to NH . Different techniques and spectral bands
(UV, radio, and X-rays) have been used to esti-
mate the NH column density and the optical ex-
tinction toward a variety of objects—stars of dif-
ferent kinds and in different environments, super-
nova remnants, X-ray binaries—see, e.g. Zhu et al.
(2017) for a summary. The precise value of the
NH/AV ratio, and its eventual dependence on spa-
tial and/or physical parameters, is debated. Several
slightly different ratios have been determined even
when using the same objects and spectral bands,
e.g. 1.8×1021 cm−2/mag and 2.2×1021 cm−2/mag

by Predehl & Schmitt (1995) and Ryter (1996), re-
spectively.

A few determinations have specifically tar-
geted star forming regions, often finding some-
what lower NH/AV ratios with respect to the
“galactic values” referenced above. Vuong et al.
(2003), for the highly absorbed X-ray spectra of
stars in the ρ Ophiuchi region, found NH/AV =
1.6 × 1021 cm−2/mag when adopting “standard”
ISM abundances and transforming the J-band ex-
tinction to AV using a standard extinction law with
RV = 3.1. This NH/AV ratio is somewhat lower
than most estimates and has since been adopted in
several works (e.g. Getman et al. 2011; Skinner &
Güdel 2017).

The above derivation was obtained from a sam-
ple of relatively absorbed stars, most with NH &
1022 cm−2 (median ∼ 2× 1022 cm−2). Indeed, be-
cause of the large relative uncertainties in the deter-
mination ofNH from X-ray spectral fits, especially
for small NH values, the relation is more easily
investigated using stars in more absorbed regions,
just like ρ Ophiuchi and Cygnus OB2. More re-
cently, Hasenberger et al. (2016) have investigated
the matter using NH values obtained by the COUP
collaboration based on fitting X-ray spectra of stars
in the ONC (Getman et al. 2005), and optical ex-
tinction values obtained from spectral types, nIR
colors, and a standard extinction law. An NH/AV

ratio of 1.4×1021 cm−2/mag was obtained, which
is even lower than that of Vuong et al. (2003).

Our survey of absorbed and reddened stars in
Cygnus OB2 presents a large sample with which to
further investigate the gas-to-dust ratio in or toward
star-forming regions. We have used the NH values
from our spectral fits and the AV values derived
from the optical photometry (Guarcello et al. 2015)
for a new estimate. Both are representative of the
total extinction toward the star, including contribu-
tions from the ISM toward the Cygnus OB2 com-
plex, the molecular cloud, and the circumstellar en-
vironment (e.g. disks and envelopes). The circum-
stellar contribution is, however, unlikely to dom-
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inate for Cygnus OBs members, since stars with
and without evidence for circumstellar disks share
similarly large extinctions. The molecular cloud
is, moreover, also unlikely to dominate the total
extinction, since previous studies point toward a
large contribution from the Great Cygnus Rift, in
the foreground (Sale et al. 2009; Gottschalk et al.
2012). We discuss results obtained adopting AV

values derived by Guarcello et al. (2015) using
both the Fukugita et al. (1996) and Fitzpatrick &
Massa (2007) optical extinction laws. Adopting
the Fitzpatrick & Massa (2007) extinction law, the
left-hand panel in Fig. 14 shows the NH vs. AV

scatter plot for a sample of 239 Cygnus OB2 mem-
bers with more than 100 detected net X-ray pho-
tons and for which the 1σ uncertainty on NH was
less than 0.30×1022 cm−2. Statistical tests indi-
cate that the two quantities are correlated with high
confidence. We estimate our best-fit NH/AV ra-
tio by both taking the median ratio of all points
and performing an ordinary least squares linear fit
(with fixed intercept). The results in Figure 14
are NH/AV = 2.0 and 1.8 × 1021 cm−2/mag, re-
spectively for the median ratio and the linear fit,
which are compatible with galactic values. Adopt-
ing the larger AV values resulting from the ex-
tinction law of Fukugita et al. (1996), however,
the two estimates become, respectively, 1.6 and
1.5×1021 cm−2/mag, consistent with Vuong et al.
(2003). Note that Fig. 14 also shows the results of
the same analysis restricted to low-mass stars, i.e.
excluding the 48 OB stars marked by star symbols.
These latter stars might in principle behave differ-
ently, e.g. because of a different location in the
cloud, their clearing of ambient material, and/or
the different approach used to estimate AV . The
differences in the NH/AV slopes with respect to
the full sample, however, are not significant.

As already discussed (§ 5.1) and demonstrated in
Appendix A, however, the isothermal models used
to fit the Cygnus OB2 X-ray spectra, which are sta-
tistically adequate owing to their high extinction
and poor statistics, introduce significant biases.

Using the ONC stars as templates, we simulate the
effect of higher extinction and larger distance on
the spectral characterization of the sources. We
conclude that our NH values are systematically
underestimated by an amount that depends on NH ,
and which is ∼ 2.0 × 1021 cm−2, or 20%, at the
typical extinction of Cygnus OB2. We can cor-
rect our NH values for this bias by adding the
NH-dependent offsets shown by the black filled
symbols in Fig. 15 (bottom-right panel). The right-
hand panel of Fig. 14 shows the result of this
correction for the case of the AV values derived
from the Fitzpatrick & Massa (2007) extinction
law. The NH/AV ratios in this case become 2.5–
2.2 cm−2/mag. Even when adopting the Fukugita
et al. (1996) optical extinction law, the NH/AV ra-
tio increases to 2.0–1.9 cm−2/mag, becoming com-
patible with the Galactic values.

We conclude that the stars in Cygnus OB2 do not
support the low value of NH/AV found in ρ Ophi-
uchi by Vuong et al. (2003) and in the ONC by
Hasenberger et al. (2016). If those results are cor-
rect, then it may point to a variation of the gas-
to-dust ratio in different star forming regions and
the ONC and ρ Ophiuchi being more dust-rich
than Cygnus OB2. This is perhaps not unreason-
able given the very different and milder radiation
environments of those regions compared with the
intense UV–X-ray and particle radiation fields of
Cygnus OB2 that might be expected to cause more
dust destruction (e.g. Jones 2004). If, however, the
extinction toward Cygnus OB2 is dominated by the
Great Cygnus Rift, the NH/AV ratio toward the
Cygnus OB2 stars would provide a confirmation
of the spatial invariance of the galactic gas-to-dust
ratio (e.g. Zhu et al. 2017).

6. SUMMARY

We have derived fluxes and X-ray spectral pa-
rameters for the X-ray sources detected in our
Chandra Cygnus OB2 survey, paying particular
attention to the young members of the region.
Most X-ray sources were detected with few pho-
tons and have poorly defined X-ray spectra. Care
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Figure 14. [left panel] NH vs. AV for Cygnus OB2 members with more than 100 X-ray counts and 1σ uncertainties
onNH less than 0.3×1021 cm−2/mag. OB stars are marked by star symbols. Results of Spearman’s (ρ) and Kendalls’s
(τ ) rank correlation tests are indicated in the bottom-right corner for both the full sample of stars and excluding the OB
stars. Two estimates for the slope of the correlation are given in the upper-left corner, again both for the full sample,
and excluding the OB stars. These are also illustrated by thick dashed lines. [right panel] same as the left panel but
using “bias”-corrected NH values.

was taken to minimize statistical and systematic
uncertainties. For stars with >20 counts we fit-
ted isothermal models with three free spectral pa-
rameters; kT, NH , and unabsorbed flux. How-
ever, in order to limit statistical uncertainties for
the fainter Cygnus OB2 members, we often re-
stricted the range of allowed NH and kT values
to the ranges defined by the brighter members.
The chemical abundances of the emitting plasma
were fixed at the values estimated by Maggio et al.
(2007) for similarly young stars in the ONC star
forming region.

A different approach was adopted for X-ray
sources detected with <20 net counts: 20% quan-
tiles of the detected photon energy distributions
were demonstrated to be effective indicators of
NH and of the conversion factor between detected
photon-flux and unabsorbed energy flux. Quantile
vs. conversion-factor relations were defined from
the X-ray bright low-mass members with well

defined spectral models and then applied to the
fainter sources. This effectively assumes that these
fainter sources have X-ray spectra and, in particu-
lar, absorbing hydrogen columns, upon which the
conversion factors depend most critically, that are
similar to those of the brighter sources.

These results of our X-ray spectral fitting will
be more thoroughly used in a forthcoming inves-
tigation of the general state of magnetic activity in
Cygnus OB2 members. Here, we have addition-
ally investigated the gas-to-dust ratio toward the
Cygnus OB2 stars by estimating the ratio of X-ray
to optical extinction, i.e. the NH/AV ratio. We
find that, once systematic biases are taken into ac-
count, the NH/AV ratio toward our Cygnus OB2
stars is compatible with typical Galactic values,
and significantly larger than the value estimated to-
ward other lower mass star forming regions, such
as ρ Ophiuchi (Vuong et al. 2003) and the ONC
(Hasenberger et al. 2016).
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Finally, we have attempted to verify our assump-
tions on the plasma abundances through ensem-
ble analyses of the spectra of Cygnus OB2 mem-
bers. We conclude that, overall, the abundances of
the Cygnus OB2 stars are compatible with those
derived for the slightly younger but similarly ac-
tive ONC members. In both cases the abundance
patterns indicate that an inverse FIP effect is at
work, consistent with previous results for very ac-
tive main sequence stars.
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APPENDIX

A. THE ONC AT THE DISTANCE AND EXTINCTION OF CYGNUS OB2

The comparison of X-ray luminosities and spectral parameters of our Cyg OB2 stars with those of young
stars in other star forming regions is complicated by their different distances and extinctions, as well as
by the different observing strategies adopted. The effect of the relatively large extinction suffered by the
Cyg OB2 sources (∼ 1×1022 cm−2) is particularly relevant, as it deprives source spectra of their low energy
photons, possibly affecting the reconstruction of intrinsic spectra and the derivation of plasma temperatures,
extinction, and intrinsic X-ray fluxes.

In order to facilitate the above comparison, we here describe Monte Carlo simulations principally meant
to illustrate what the Chandra observations described in this paper would have seen had the Cyg OB2
population been replaced by the young stars in the well studied ONC star forming region. We will assume
that the intrinsic X-ray spectra of the ONC population are well described by the emission models obtained
from the observation of the Chandra Orion Ultradeep Project (COUP, Getman et al. 2005). Given the
exposure time of the COUP observation (∼850 ksec), the relatively low extinction of the ONC stars, and
their closer distance, this sample is arguably the best characterized among all star forming regions.

We adopt the following strategy: first, we assign each of the ∼1500 COUP sources with an emission
model to the position of a random source in our Cygnus OB2 Chandra catalog and adopt the response func-
tion, effective area, exposure time, and background spectrum of the Cygnus OB2 source. We then produce
simulated source spectra by adopting the COUP 1- or 2-temperatures emission models from Getman et al.
(2005)9 but changing NH to a new value, e.g. to the median Cyg OB2 value (1.0× 1022 cm−2) and reducing
the normalization(s) of the emission component(s) by the distance dilution factor. Finally, we fit the spec-
tra with absorbed isothermal models, using the exact same strategy, models, and abundances we adopted
for our Cyg OB2 sources. This process is repeated ten times for each COUP source, each time adopting
the characteristics (position, exposure time, response, background) of a new random Cygnus OB2 source.
We thus simulate ∼15000 X-ray sources, the great majority with the X-ray characteristics of ∼1 Myr old

9 The absorption and emission models used in XSPEC were MEKAL, and WABS, respectively, and abundances were set to 0.3
solar, according to the ANGR tabulation.
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stars and spanning the whole mass range from ∼0.1 to ∼38 M�. Source spectra were simulated using
either one or two thermal components, following the original description of their COUP spectra. In the
following, we will mostly focus of on the subset of these spectra with two thermal components, under the
reasonable hypothesis that these are the most representative of underlying “multi-temperature” spectra. The
1T COUP spectra will, however, serve as a useful cross check, as well as a means to isolate the effect on
the best-fit parameters of varying the absorption and emission models. The simulations were repeated for
12 different N out

H values of the simulated populations, from zero to 4×1022cm−2. For comparison with
our Cygnus OB2 results, we will focus on the cases with N out

H ∼ 1.0 × 1022cm−2, and consider only the
simulated sources with (background-subtracted) simulated spectra containing more than 100 counts. The
resulting samples vary in size depending on the simulation set, as shown in the upper-left panel of Fig. 15:
for N out

H ∼ 1.0× 1022cm−2 the sample with 2T input models and >100 simulated counts comprises ∼600
simulated sources, which may be compared to the ∼400 Cygnus OB2 sources observed with >100 counts.

For our first experiment we adopt the same emission and absorption models (vapec and tbabs), and the
same coronal abundances (Maggio et al. 2007), for both the simulated spectra and for the fit models. In
this way we mean to test the effects of the increased distance and absorption on the choice of best-fit
model (i.e. 1T vs. 2T) and resulting parameters. The main results of these simulations are shown by
black symbols in Fig. 15. First we note that, as shown in the upper-right panel of the figure, isothermal
fit models generally provide statistically adequate fits to the diluted and absorbed 2T spectra, at least for
N out

H & 0.7×1022 cm−2. Also, as shown in the two lower panels, we quantify the resulting biases in best-fit
NH values and unabsorbed X-ray fluxes, both of which turn out to be significantly underestimated when
fitting 2T spectra with isothermal models.

For N out
H = 1.0× 1022 cm−2, i.e. about the median value we obtain for our Cygnus OB2 sources, we see

that NH values are actually systematically underestimated by ∼ 0.21 × 1022 cm−2 and unabsorbed fluxes
by 0.11-0.12 dex, depending on whether we consider mean or median values.

Finally, for a more direct comparison with the COUP results, we then repeated the Monte Carlo simu-
lations adopting the same exact input models provided by Getman et al. (2005) for the ONC sources, i.e.
adopting the WABS and MEKAL absorption and emission models, respectively, and 30%-solar abundances
according to the Anders & Grevesse (1989) tabulation. These models are most representative of the actual
observed COUP spectra. The results, shown by red symbols in Fig. 15, were somewhat similar to the pre-
vious set of simulations, at least for N out

H ∼ 1.0 × 1022 cm−2. We can isolate the effect of changing the
absorption and emission model prescriptions by looking at isothermal spectra. We see that the NH values
originally reported by Getman et al. (2005) based on the WABS×MEKAL models with 0.3 times the solar
abundances according to Anders & Grevesse (1989), are systematically lower, by 7-8%, with respect to
those obtained with TBABS×VAPEC and Maggio et al. (2007) abundances.

When looking at best-fit temperatures (not shown), the single temperature fits of two-component spec-
tra yield temperatures that are 0.1-0.2 keV cooler than the hot component of the input spectrum. At
N out

H ∼ 1.0 × 1022 cm−2, i.e. for the stars of Cygnus OB2, the median kT is 0.1 keV cooler than the
hot component and∼ 0.4 keV hotter than kTav, the average, emission measure-weighted temperature of the
input spectra. Since the median kTav of ONC sources with logLX >30.5 erg/s (approximatively the lower
end for Cygnus OB2 sources with >100 counts) is ∼2.4 keV and the median kT for our Cygnus OB2 low
mass members with >100 counts is ∼3.3 keV, our results seems to indicate that the X-ray emitting plasma
of low-mass stars in the Cygnus OB2 region might be slightly hotter than in in ONC stars. However, because
of the LX-kT correlation (see § 5.1) and since we are comparing flux limited samples, the difference might
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Figure 15. Results of simulations to assess the effect of varying X-ray absorption, NH , on the our ability to dis-
criminate between 1T and 2T models, and to retrieve X-ray fluxes and NH values when fitting X-ray spectra with
absorbed isothermal models. The upper-left panel shows the number of simulated sources with more than 100 net
counts for each simulation set, i.e. for each value of N in

H . Each plotted set is labeled close to its right-most point and a
legend is also provided in the upper-right corner. Figures for two-temperature and isothermal input models are plotted
separately, as filled circles and empty diamonds, respectively. Black symbols refer to simulations in which the 1T
fitted model is consistent with the input spectrum (1 or 2T), i.e. the absorption and emission models are, respectively,
TBABS and VAPEC with Maggio et al. (2007) abundances. The red symbols instead refer to the case in which the input
spectra are described by the older WABS and MEKAL models (with ANGR abundances), while the fitted model is as
above. Next, in the upper-right panel, we show the fraction of “unacceptable” spectral fits as a function of median
Nout

H , again separately for 1T and 2T simulated input spectra and for the two different fit models. Unacceptable fits
are defined as those with null probability, as given by the Xspec GOODNESS command, of less than 1%. Note that the
fraction of unacceptable spectral fits, i.e. those for which a second thermal component might improve the fit, is always
low for isothermal input models (as expected), as well as for 2T input models for which theNout

H is & 0.7×1022 cm−2.
The lower-left panel shows the median (and mean) difference between the reconstructed unabsorbed flux and the flux
of the input model as a function of the median (and mean) best fit NH . Large and small symbols, both with error bars,
indicate whether median or mean values are considered for each simulation set. The lower-right panel analogously
shows, as a function of median/mean best-fit NH , the difference between models and mean/median best-fit NH .

be explained by a difference in the composition of the two samples (e.g. due to uncertainties in the distance
to Cygnus OB2). Moreover, a greater incidence of hot flaring emission in the shorter Cygnus OB2 obser-
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Figure 16. Difference between spectral parameters obtained assuming Maggio et al. (2007) abundances and two
significantly different abundance sets derived by Telleschi et al. (2007b) for SU Aur and V410 Tau (top and bottom
rows, respectively). Each panel shows, from left to right, the difference in absorption-corrected flux, NH , and kT ,
as function of net detected counts. Green dots refer to individual Cygnus OB2 members (with extreme values plotted
close to the top and bottom axes), while orange crosses indicate the median and 1σ dispersion of the y-axis values in
several count ranges.

vations might also explain the small difference in median plasma temperatures. Finally, we stress that the
biases we have quantified here should be taken into account when comparing X-ray fluxes and NH values
between regions subject to low and high absorption, such as, respectively, the ONC and Cygnus OB2.

B. BIASES FROM ABUNDANCE ASSUMPTIONS

We assess here the effects of different choices of abundance sets for the results of our spectral fitting
process. We repeat our spectral analysis (1T fits) using, in addition to our default abundance set (Maggio
et al. 2007), those published for SU Aur and V410 Tau in Table 5 of Telleschi et al. (2007b). Figure 16
summarizes the comparison among the three abundance sets. The upper and lower rows refer to a different
pair of abundance sets, Maggio et al. vs. SU Aur and Maggio et al. vs. V410 Tau, respectively. Each
column refers to a different fit parameter, from left to right: unabsorbed flux, NH , and kT. Within each
panel we plot, for our X-ray sources classified as Cygnus OB2 members, the difference between the values
of the parameter obtained with the two abundance sets as a function of source net counts. The plots are
similar to Fig. 3 in that the orange crosses indicate, in several observed counts ranges, the median and 1σ
dispersion of the y-axis values.
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We conclude that different choices of abundances make a limited difference for the fit parameters, espe-
cially when considering median values. Individual sources, especially low signal-to-noise ratio ones, will
end-up with somewhat different parameters depending on the adopted abundance sets. We verified, how-
ever, that these differences are smaller than the 1σ uncertainties on our best-fit parameters (obtained with
the Maggio et al. abundances) in >94% and >98% of the cases, when adopting the SU Aur and the V410
Tau abundances, respectively.
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